Report: Georgia drivers pay $7.9 billion for bad roads
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for time lost due to traffic
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ATLANTA — Georgia drivers pay only once every 50 years. And it
an extra $7.9 billion yearly for the won’t be awarding contracts for
problems with roads and bridges new projects until the spring,
compared to a dozen or so per
across the state, according to a
month in previous years.
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TRIP’s director of research. “If
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road condition statewide and in
money in the long run.”
Georgia’s seven largest metro
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City operating safety congestion
total
Athens $206 $156 $380 $742
Augusta $455 $399 $405 $1,259
Savannah $762 $498 $540
$1,800
Statewide $1.7 billion $2.4 billion
$3.8 billion $7.9 billion
Road condition
city poor mediocre fair good
Athens 5% 17% 32% 47%
Augusta 19% 28% 18% 35%
Savannah 36% 45% 5% 14%
Bridges
A bridge is deficient if it has
deteriorated to where it can no
longer carry the weight it was
designed for. It is obsolete if it is
too narrow, poorly aligned, has
an inadequate clearance or other
flaw that no longer meets current
highway design standards.
city deficient obsolete
Athens 0 25
Augusta 12 12
Savannah 1 9
Fatalities
Georgia’s overall rate of 1.08
fatalities per 100 million vehicle
miles of travel is slightly below
the national average. The cost
listed is based on an economic
value assigned to each life.
city average deaths safety cost
Athens 7 $156
Augusta 43 $399
Savannah 33 $498
Source: TRIP

